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and Win Over Mid-West
ALL-AMERICAN CHOSEN
awarded the pleasure, this past week-
end, from Wednesday, November 27,
through Saturday, November 30, of
witnessing the third National Inter-
sectional Women's Field Hockey Tour-
This tournament is of very recent
institution; for in 1927 the first of its
kind was held at Baltimore, last year
at Philadelphia, while this year it has
been held at Wellesley. Under the
auspices of the United States Field
Hockey Association, its purpose is the
selection of the eleven best hockey





so that the city teams group their
best players into one sectional team
which is, therefore, made up of the
best players from that section of the
country. It is these section teams that
come to compete with each other at the
Intersectional Tournament. Thus Bos-
ton and New York comprise the North
East district. Philadelphia and Balti-
more the South East, and Chicago and
St. Louis the Mid West.
Wednesday. November 27, a bleak,
grey day with a vacillating drizzle, saw
the opening games of the Tournament.
First on the schedule came the S. E.
2nd team, who wrested a 2-1 victory
from the N. E. 2nd team, while the
S. E. 1st team, not to be outdone by
their Reserves, won a 14-1 victory from
the Et Ceteras of Boston fame. Most
interest was shown in the last game
of the afternoon between N. E. and
initiated more recently than the East
into the joys of hockey and conse-
quently great interest has been taken
in their progress. But a N. E. victory
was almost inevitable, although the
Mid Westerners put up an excellent
defense. The score was 14-1, and that
one Mid West goal was the prettiest
play of the afternoon, when Carol
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
Miss Gordon Will Discuss
Christmas Books On Monday
:iss Geraldine Gordon, propi hu-l ul
Hathaway House Bookshop, has
i invited by the English Depart-
talk
Books for Christmas Presents," next
Monday at Billings Hall at 4:40 P.M.
She will discuss books for children of
different ages, for student contem-
poraries, for mother and father, and
for elderly folk. The list will include
standard biographies and essays, as
well as fiction and poetry.
Miss Hart, who heard Miss Gordon
give this talk in Boston, found it so
interesting, so stimulating, so suggest-
ively discriminating, that she feels it
will be a great privilege for students in
all departments to have the opportu-
nity of hearing Miss Gordon.
Incidentally, it will be of great as-
sistance to those who leave Christmas
shopping until the last moment. In-
stead of the chaotic whirl from shop
to shop, idea to idea, one may use the
suggestions inherent in the lecture and
simplify the Christmas problem greatly.
Conquest of Two Poles
Accomplished By Byrd
Commander Richard E. Byrd, con-
queror of two Poles by air, returned
to his camp in Little America, Friday,
November 29, after a flight of nineteen
hours to the South Pole and back.
Crossing a glacier pass at an altitude of
500 feet, his plane, the Floyd Ben-
tt, struggled through mountain
gorges to a vast polar plateau. Two
mountain ranges were discovered,
e time, to lighten the ship on its
perilous trip. Byrd and his companions
e forced to throw overboard food for
month and a half, preferring to
rifice food rather than fuel. Bernt
Balchen as pilot, Harold June as wire-
aperator and general mechanic.
Captain Ashley McKinley with his sur-
eying camera, accompanied Comman-
er Byrd.
When the plane approached the
nountains on the way south, the Liv-
ingston Glacier was selected as the
passageway. Buffeted by the
derfully tinted by the sun. Once
through the mountain gorges and over
the plateau,
2 for the Pole,
Piii.-
Pole. When his cal-
:d that the vicinity of
een reached, he swung
.vide circle about that area before
setting back toward Little America.
return course brought the plane
ie mouth of the Axel Heiberg
glacier where it w.~s tossed about "like
k in a washtub." This was the
roughest part of the trip. After the
Barrier was reached the plane headed
ie base laid down on the previous
and landed there at 5 A.M.
Greenwich mean time. Refueling, the
plane took to the air again and headed
where Commander Byrd not only




Alpha Kappa Chi will hold its an-
ual Christmas bazaar in the society
:00 at night on December 5 and 6.
irass and leather work, Chinese novel-
ies, and toys will be sold, a
v served in the afternoon.
Phi Sigma will present The Other
Mummer, a Christmas masque, on Fri-
day and Saturday evenings, December
6 and 7, at 8:00 o'clock.
The current events talk of Decem-
ber 9 will be given by Mr. John Jack-
son Walsh, who will speak on "What
the Massachusetts Bay Tercentenary
Means." This is a particularly timely
topic. The meeting will begin at 8:10.
instead of 8: IE
Mr. James E. Peabody. former head
of the Biology Department of the Mor-
ns High School of New York City, will
give an illustrated lecture at Agora, on
Monday. December 9, at 4:40. on the
Conquest of Yellow Fever. Tea will be
Miss Jean Wilder, pianist, will give
a faculty recital in Billings Hall on
; 8:15 P.M.
On Tuesday, December 10, at 8:00
o'clock, in Alumnae Hall, M. De Loret,
director of the Islaamic Museum in
Damascus, will give a lecture on the
frescoes he has discovered in a mosque
in Damascus. The lecture is sponsored
by the Art. French, and History De-
On December 1. Mrs. Muriel Mase-
field of Oxford will lecture at 8 o'clock
in Billings Hall, probably on some
subject concerning Fanny Burney.
been given
changed because of the Wellesley Club
tea dance held on that date. Everyone
Spring Open-House Events
Planned at Society Houses
a, result of a decision of the Inter-
Society Council, some radical changes
been made in the usual series of
? social events by which the so-
> try to give prospective members
inkling of their separate organi-
is. These open-house events will
I in the spring, and they will be
open to freshmen and sophomores as
well as juniors. They will make pos-
sible some conception of the more se-
rious intent of each society. The new
plan allows each society two such
meetings.
Heretofore emphasis has been laid on
the social life of societies. By this new
method their underlying purposes will
be presented; rushing will be even more
successfully avoided: and the under-
vague illusions concerning societies and
Agora and T.Z.E. are to initiate the
new plan, with open program-meetings
scheduled for Saturday evening, De-
cember 7, at 7:30. Because the society
houses are limited in the number that
cided that a certain number of tickets
will be issued and held at the El Table.
requested to call for one of these tick-
ets. First come, first served.
The proposed schedule for the other
open meetings is as follows: Agora
April 19; T.Z.E., May 10; A.K.X.. Feb-
ruary 26, March 22; Z.A.. February 15
May 10; Phi Sigma, April 19, May 10;
April 19.
Senor Jose Iturti To Give
Piano Recital At Alumnae
The artist is Jose Iturbi. Spanish
pianist, whose astonishing virtuosity
has delighted audiences in Italy,
France, Germany, and England as
well. This is Iturbi's first tour of the
United States, but if his popularity
abroad, where he is a leading favorite,
is any indication, he should be assured
Mr. Walsh, a prominent barrister,
with wide experience as a speaker, is
generally conceded to be one of the
foremost orators of our state. He is a
former Massachusetts State Senator,
and in 1920 was the Democratic nomi-
nee for Governor.
-:rv oxk crged to come!
Workers Are Students
At Vineyard Shore, N. Y.
group of (
challenged by the establishment
ew school for working women in
industry. The summer schools for
kers. such as those at Bryn Mawr,
Wisconsin University, at Barnard
and in the south, are obviously better
than no workers' schools at all, but in
these schools, of course, arises the con-
that eight weeks of using the
. way quite foreign to that
required by factory work is merely a
dequate as a basis for further study
ir for a thorough understanding of the
needs and problems of industry and
the labor movement. Hence—Vineyard
Shore School at West Park on the Hud-
son, New York.
The home of Hilda Worthington
Smith, prime mover in the establish-
ment of the school and director of the
Bryn Mawr School for Women Work-
ers in Industry, is given over to the
use of the new school, along with an-
other house nearby and about sixty-six
acres of land along the Hudson River,
adjoining the estate of the famous
naturalist, John Burroughs. The foot-
hills of the Catskill Mountain's rise be-
hind the little town of West Park.
The proximity of nature and the quiet-
ness of the spot give ample oppor-
tunity to the students for undisturbed
and reflective consideration of the
problems they face back at the shop
The workers study at this school foi
eight months, not with
of going back to their ho:
ing "white collar" jobs because of
superior knowledge and elevated
uation in the world after eight months
of study, but for the purpose of re-
turning to the shops they came from
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2>




ments on the effect
been a subject of interest. At present
one of the most interesting problems it
involves is the resulting strain on the
circulatory system. Miss Turner found
in her experiments with Mt. Holyoke
i
lallc
but one less when standing than when
reclining. These results indicate that
circulation is less efficient in the up-
right position; a conclusion which was
he fact that many girls
pi-e.ssuvr
;en-minute period of standing.
In Miss Turner's next experiments
,ie used pulse rate and pulse pressure
t of blood in circulation.
showed that in most cases
to went up, while the pulse
s low, indicating a small
blood in circulation. The
data varied, however, among different
individuals, although each subject had
her own perculiar pattern of changes.
Another problem confronting Miss
Turner was the relation of the change
in circulation to metabolism, or intake
of oxygen. It was found, however, that
the increase of oxygen in the standing
posture was small, while the increase
in the heart rate was very conspicuous.




Massachusetts Will Mark 300th
Anniversary of Founding of
Bay Colony in 1630
TO CELEBRATE A YEAR
The subject of the Massachusetts
Bay Tercentenary celebration will be
formally introduced to the college next
Monday at Current Events by Mr.
John J. Walsh of Boston, one of the
presidents of the General Council
planning the event. Mr. Walsh
The Massachusetts Bay Tercentenary
1930 will not be the commemoration
a single event, but rather of sev-
al related events, and influences.
The keynote of the celebration is the
300th anniversary of the establishment
of the Massachusetts Bay Colony in
New England by the Puritans, and the
setting up of independent civil govern-
ment in America, which formed the
germ of later independence, brought
here with the charter by Governor
John Winthrop and his Company. 1930
also marks the 300th anniversary of the
General Court, the present Legislature
of Massachusetts, one of the oldest leg-
At the same time will be commemo-
rated the contributions of people and
their leaders during the three centu-
ries of constructive upbuilding of the
commonwealth. A review of 300 years
in all fields of thought and action and
by all agencies that may contribute to
Instead of having a world's fair, it is
planned that the state hold open house
for the year of 1930, with particular
emphasis on the planned celebrations
from May through October, though
even the planned celebrations will be
informal in nature.
A reproduced Colonial Village is cal-
culated to reveal to the Twentieth Cen-
tury people the Seventeenth Century
environments of the Bay Colony pio-
neers. Reproduced hamlets or groups
of buildings, both religious and secular.
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
New Choir Members
fifteen new members of the Welles-
College Choir were announced last
ek by Lowell P. Beveridge, director
d organist. These are the results
tryouts held for members of the re-

















M. Jane Griswold, '33
Correction
The Administration wishes to call
attention to the fact that Fraulein Olga
Steiner has the rank of Instructor in
German, not that of Assistant in Ger-
man as indicated in the Official Di-
Ellen F. Pendleton.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
STRUCTURE OF FEUDAL CASTLE workers are students
DESCRIBED BY MISS IYIOFFETT




The feudal castle was introduced and
carried to its greatest perfection by
the Normans. Grim and powerful, built
only for defense, there was no attempt
to create beauty. It was only with the
invention of gunpowder and then' re-
sulting uselessness that the castles
began to be altered by the addition of
ornament, enlarging of windows and
the tearing down of surrounding walls
to form finally the palace of the Ren-
of square towers, which ma;
even today in the older parts
Chillon, and others. A single
donjon, originally served all
When other buildings were «
armories, chapels, and residences, walls
connected and surrounded them. They
were eight or ten feet thick with tow
at the corners. Occasionally, as
Morgeois, a second wall was built in;
the first.
(iprmrv ie exterior. Doors
were also small and inconspicumi-;
possible, with occasionally even U
gates to mislead the attacking enei
inside the gates, however, a "stairway
entrance to the lord's dwelling.
Heavy doors were reinforced b;
iron portcullis lowered by a win
such as the one still in working order
at the Tower of London. This building
was originally a castle, built by William
the Conqueror in the eleventh century;
but like all that are not now crumbling
the Rhine valley and "the chateau
country" of the Loire. Those of Ger-
many are little altered, and show the
feudal castle at its purest. Although
some have had additions built with the
passing of the centuries, as at Heidel-
berg, many are the ruins of the original
mediaeval structure. Recently the
students of Germany have petitioned
the government to give them these
crumbling castles for student hostelries,
in which travelling students may camp.
Along the Loire are the best examples
of the change into the Renaissance
palace. Balconies were added, at first
of stone and then of iron; large win-
dows were built; battlements were
carved; and finally, at Blois, the walls
were taken away completely from a
tower staircase. The chateau Chenon-
ce'au, with its addition built by Cather-
ine de Medici, illustrates the completed
( ONQl 1ST OF TWO POLES
ACCOMPLISHED BY BYRD
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
far to the east. After flying over
Carmen Land, Byrd himself took the
helm and turned to Little America,
landing shortly after ten o'clock. One
of the most difficult flights in the
history of aviation had been accom-
Commander Byrd's career has been
a constant contrast of glorious achieve-
ment and bitter disappointment. Bent
In 1924 he conceived the idea of flying
across the North Pole, and in 1926
backed by Edsel Ford and John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., Byrd with Floyd Ben-
nett as pilot made a successful fifteen-
hour flight in (the Josephine Ford.
Immediately he began planning a
transatlantic flight. An accident at the
take-off delayed this until after its
achievement by Colonel Lindbergh and
Chamberlain and Levine. When Byrd
did set out he was forced to fight every
i the i
Ver-, -Mer nded in a
collapsible rubber boat. With his last
achievement the adventurous" thought
of this young Virginian has been ful-
filled; the North Atlantic has been
spanned and the two poles encircled
by airplanes,
lat new insight i
proved ability to think logically they
may have gained from their study.
Those of the students who have
been able to attend high schools or
other of the public schools have found
themselves quite unprepared intellect-
ually to meet life as they find it. They
come to the school with the avowed
purpose of getting all that they can for
themselves and through themselves for
their cause,—an adequate consideration
of the workingman in this industrial
world. The seriousness and purpose
with which they study is contrasted to
the "do-what-we-must" attitude of
many college students with unhappy
reflection on the college students. Fur-
thermore, the difference in age be-
tween the college students and the
worker students is similar to the differ-
ence between girls who are still grow-
ing and those who have just become
full adults. Whether the school is
able to help these expectant students
is yet to be seen, and rests not only on
the faculty of that school but on the
students themselves.
There are at present fourteen stu-
dents, three resident faculty and two
each week. Science is taught by
Louise Brown. Wellesley '93, and
member of the faculty in the Physics
Department at Wellesley in 1928.
Ernestine Friedmann of the Economics
and Sociology Department of Wheaton
College for the past two years, is di-
recting the study in Social Science
and American History. English, in-
cluding composition, literature and
completes the curri-
culum proper. Helen Lockwood. for-
of the Wellesley English Com-
n Department, and now a mem-
the Vassar English faculty, gives
se in the poetry of the work-
ingman of the past and present. Helen
Muchnic, who has tutored at the Bryn
Mawr Summer School, is instructing in
public speaking. Susan
Shepherd, Wellesley '29, is tutoring in
English.
is not the intention of the school
any special relic inn.--. ediicat.mn.il
thinking and a
knowledge of present facts and their
background shall be its aims. The lec-
special attention is given to the
mental needs of the individual. Since
workers come from various trades,
organizations and parts of the coun-
try, there is lively discussion and in-
terchange of ideas among them, which
itself is helpful in their study.
'Cvmniu.-d in in Page 1 Col 5)
shops and homes, with appropriate at-
mosphere, are proposed for each of the
national or racial groups that contrib-
ted to the upbuilding of Massachu-
;tts and America, These reproduc-
10ns will furnish a central feature for
per-
planned not to commer-
ture, or alter it from its
cultural purpose.
proposed that the general dis-
play of attractions and resources, in-
cluding not only those of the agricul-
tural, business, and manufacturing ele-
but especially those of the cul-
tural and otherwise constructive devel-
snts in and from the old Bay Col-
during the three centuries since
Puritans came to Salem in 1630,
shall be in natural surroundings, and
ly created by those agencies espe-
ially concerned rather than in the
artificially created central






34 Church Street Wellesley
Camilla Kemple, 1931, Shafer
Hall, Campus representative of
the Thrift Shop, announces the
following house representatives
who will take charge of the
Christmas collection in their re-
spective houses. Refer all ques-
tions concerning this collection
to these girls. The Thrift Shop
bags are in every house.
Campus Houses:
Christmas Vacation
Now is The Time to send
B. L. KARTT
Tailor and Cleanser




Thursday, Friday and Saturday, December 5, 6, 7
Over 200 dresses reduced 1/3, 1/2 and more!
Dresses formerly $10.75 and $16.50 in $6.95
light weight wools and silk crepe.
weight wools and silk crepes; even
evening dresses.
Dresses formerly $25 and $39.50 in ». , (\(\
wool crepes, wool georgette and vel- 1 O.UU
A group of dresses, $39.50 to $65. $25.00
Some are "one of a kind" models.






open for students' guests
Week-end Parties
MISS HANLON, Hostess
(Continued from Page 1, Col 4)
Through the use of the tilting board
iss Turner proved that gravity plays
definite part in circulatory changes.
Through tilting girls at a series of an-
frcm 180 to 90 degrees, a neat
btained. These experiments were




seemed certain, from the results,
there was less blood in circulation
while standing. The question of how
ie blood was distributed Miss Turner
lved in several ways.
Miss Turner's work is still going on;
ie hopes to collect further data on
circulation, and perhaps eventually to
the phenomena
FIELD TRIP TO THE
MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL
The Field Trip to the Massachusetts
General Hospital, noted in the NEWS
November 28th. will take place on
December 6th, at 2:30. All students
in any phase of hospital
The C mmittee is hoping to be able
i arrange transportation from Welles-
y in ant > mobiles. II anyone can offer
ie use of her car it will be greatly ap-
preciated.
Please notify Miss Sturgis. Rocm 3,
building, at once, if you
. plan t - « l;o
nature's
WinterBallroomInvitesYou!
. . . and here are just the
skates to wear .... The
perfect fit and correct bal-
ance make skating a pleas-
ure. You'll be proud ofthese
fine tubular skates attached
to shoes. Sizes for everyone,
for every kind of skating




Now that the Agora Daily Dozen
superseded the former function of
column, to provide intelligent and
pleasant palaver while the fish wends
its weary way round the table of a Fri-
day night. OFF CAMPUS feels that it
way. So it offers for the reader's de-
lectation choice bits culled from re-
mote corners of the Press, hoping to
large. When you tire of discussing
the inadequacies of the Senate, and
try these with your nervous pudding!
Afghanistan adopts total prohibition
of the sale or consumption of intoxicat-
ing liquors! Such is the decree of the
while known, in his less majestic days,
as Nadir Khan, who lately drove out
the usurper Bacha Sahao and was
elected King by the judiciously admir-
ing populace. Nadir Shah intends to
base his government on the principles
expounded by the Islamic Laws, but
with progressive policies in regard to
commerce, education, and foreign rela-
tions. His first innovation will be the
establishment of a modern military
Prize for 1929 will be announced, draws
near, speculations as to the successful
candidate are rife. Former Secretary
of State Frank B. Kellogg seems to
lead the field at present, with Arch-
bishop Soderblom of Sweden, and Elsa
Drandstrom, Swedish repatriation
worker in Russia, following closely.
General opinion does not favor the
chances of two popular competitors-
Erich Remarque, writer of All Quiet on
the Western Front, and Samuel M.
Levinson, credited with originating the
outlawry-of-war idea.
Should Kellogg receive the award, his
cup will be full, at least momentarily,
for a short time ago he won another
mark of recognition. Oxford Univer-
sity bestowed on him, with all the cere-
mony reserved for her most distin-
guished sons, the honorary degree of
Doctor of Law, in the famous Sheldo-
nian Theatre.
An interesting religious sect calling
itself the Dissenters and comprised of
seme forty diligent, prosperous farmers,
has lately sprung into prominence near
Christiania, Norway. These people
practise communism and polyandry.
: outside world,
compulsory in Norway, this custor
brought them to the attention of th
police, who were, however, able to gai
but little information as to the natur
of the group, since their creed conven
iently forbids any explanation to th
Berlin, Germany,
s refused to oust
Another expected
when a band of wor
some non-rent paying tenant
apartment house there. Both
from principle, not from poverty-
based their action on the proposition
that "the day of the Soviet rule was
near, and it was time to begin with the
of the houses."
Science's Great Gift to Mother reap-
pears in a long and fervently-desired
substance—moth-proof wpnl Observ-
ing that moths diligently avoided cer-
tain colors, chemists concluded that
such dye must contain indigestible de-
duced a colorless dye with which
woolen fabrics may be rendered, at last,
absolutely safe from the prying tooth
ON CAMPUS
The intermediate classes acted as
hostesses while the advanced gave the
toilowin:-; program:
Tall March
Rhythm Work \ All











Pierrot Keeps Shop I All
Italian Street Song]
Pomeroy held a formal house dance
Saturday evening, November 30, from
) unil 11.30 o'clock. The committee
charge was composed of Margaret
Langhorst. Mary Jane Mcintosh, and
Margaret Stevens. Roy Lampson's Or-
lestra furnished the music. There
ere about thirty couples present.
On Saturday evening, November 30,
Shaffer had a formal house dance from
antil 11.30 o'clock. Dorothy Brown
chairman of the dance and Mrs.
When a horrible grinding sound was
heard over Beebe heads, and the pun-
smell of tar floated into Beebe
Dins in the early hours, there was
But upon inquiry, the
ingc 'the :
On Monday evening, at 8 o'clock, t
Zoo Department had a party for st
majoring in Zoology. Thus ;
opportunity was given for the vario
professors and students in the d
partment to get acquainted in a soc
Thanksgiving festivities were held in
:rious dining rooms in the dormitories,
)th on campus and in the vill. Sev-
al groups took advantage of the
tempting menus offered in college
ises, and gathered their friends from
and near to celebrate Thanksgiving
college dining rooms. Meanwhile,
ill hours of the day and night, both
s of joy and groans of sorrow could
be heard issuing from rooms where
cooked turkey, cake and pie were
being devoured. We raise the question
.s to whether the Inn and the Hole








shining green paint, and capable
of holding about forty wheels, proud
Eliot bicycle owners may now park
their steeds in safety. Fiske also, is
getting freshened and re-coated. A
painted brown building is replac-
ing the dull brown structure of former
)n for pleasure seekers at Alumnae
all now, and in all curiosity we in-
vestigated. Upon diligent search we
,
in the center of an admiring
group, a handsome Manx cat. We
onder if perhaps his diet at Alumnae
responsible for his stunted growth?
On Saturday, November 30. the Hor-
m Club held an informal social eve-




past week and knocked
probably has
INTEREST ON DEBTS TO U. S.
PAID BY OUR TOURIST ABROAD
in The
Tourist Makes History in Harper's
Magazine for December. Hiram Moth-
erwell points out that American tourists
abrcad serve a somewhat more useful
purpose than supplying material for
Ruth Draper's satire; in fact, they are
a positive salvation to the country. In
the early seventies, when Mark Twain's
stimulus to tourist traffic through In-
nocents Abroad had reached its peak,
it was computed that 30,000 Americans
spent $30,000,000 in other countries; in
1928 about half a million of them left
$818,606,000 in foreign pockets. This
increase in tourist traffic is a major
element in the growth of modern civili-
zation.
During the World War the United
States loaned some fifteen billion dol-
lars. We could be paid the interest on
this debt by admitting foreign goods,
How then? The American tourist pays
money, not for foreign goods, but for
foreign scenery, and this money is used
to pay us interest. This function of
the American tourist is of "crucial im-
portance to the American balance of
international payments." for their ex-
penditures abroad constitute the only
means wherewith foreign countries can
us. unless we are paid in the form
foreign goods, shipped here to
compete with American products."
Since the debt to us is annually in-
creasing, Mr. Motherwell predicts that
traffic will increase also in
Page 5, Col 3)
CROSS
The mistakes we make in
business by a pleasant fiction
we call experience—so it is
through failures we arrive
no.oo
'cross" envelopepurse
Handle on back. Two large
pockets and change nurse.
10 x 6' 4 inches.
Pigskin . . . $14.50
Ostrich . . $18.50
*34.00
suit case portfolio
in ideal combination for the
vernight business trip. Holds
wearing apparel one side:
papers, etc. other.
Tan






When you're feeling- festive but n<
armal, you'll be delighted to slip i




THE GUEST HOUSE TYPEWRITERS
sold, rented and repaired
H. L. FLAGG CO.
Oheakiast ~^^m^7 chockful of
energy—Shredded Wheat. Every
food element— in Nature's own
proportions. Contributes direct-
ly to health, vigor and well-being.
Shredded Wheat, once a day or
©!tener5 is en excellent habit.
Shredded
Wheats
All the bran you need
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
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ABUSE OF POWER
Almost immediately after the con-
viction of Tom Mooney of planting a
bomb that killed nine spectators of the
Preparedness Parade in San Francisco,
July 22. 1916, discontent with the trial
began to be apparent. It was evident
that some of the witnesses had per-
jured. Judge Griffin, who had given
the death sentence, tried to obtain a
retrial, but the red-tape of govern-
ment left him without jurisdiction after
the judgment, and by a constitutional
technicality prevented action on the
part of the Supreme Court. Authority
tb act, it seemed, rested solely wit
governor, who would do nothing.
' President Wilson appealed to h
grant, if not a retrial, at least
mutation of the sentence. The latter
Was finally given and Mooney still re-
;
Subsequent revelations of the trial as
found by a commission appointed by
President Wilson, prove that Mooney,
os a leader of the aggressive wing, was
framed in a manner common at the
time by "open-door" forces. The per-
jury of Oxman, the prosecution's pivo-
tal witness, has been undeniably dis-
credited. Mooney's alibi has been con-
responsibility
. whusr family
firmed. And finally t
fur the bombing has t
have recently declared to his confession
b'n his .dearth-bed six years ago.
' There is more than the imprisonment
of one man involved, for with Mooney's
release, there will follow that of War-
ren Billings, convicted on similar testi-
Mooney has stoutly refused to be
paroled "so that the prisoner might
demonstrate his right attitude toward
the social order," as offered by Gov-
ernor Young. It is the ordinary pro-
cedure for criminals before being
pardoned and Mooney maintains that
he is not a criminal.
Aside from this offer three Califor-
nia governors have steadily neglected
action, in spite of continual appeal.
Governor Young, who has agreed to
"make a careful study of the case,"
already knows the circumstances
thoroughly. His pardon is all that is
lacking but he will not even make a
SHABBY MINDS
President Hibben of Princeton, in a
recent talk, brought up the subject of
"flabby minds." "You worry about
flabby muscles and lack of skill in your
various sports, and you take infinite
pains to overcome these handicaps, and
yet you have little nr no realization of
accomplishment."
made in reference to personal appear-
ance. Girls would rather not go to a
game, to a dance or to the theatre, if
they have nothing striking to wear.
They will toil hours in getting ready a
costume. To paraphrase President
Hibben, "Girls worry about shabby ap-
pearances and lack of skill in enter-
taining, and take infinite pains to over-
come these handicaps, and yet have
little or no realization of the serious
consequences of a shabby mind or a
lack of skill in mental endeavor and
accomplishment."
It is important that one appear at
one's best continually. But it is also
important that one be mentally alert,
that one have goals beyond the mo-
ment, goals which can be reached
through mental training, through
tellectual endeavor. The momentary
goals, the effects one can achieve in
entertaining, are interesting, but have
no stability. Most of us build from
moment to moment rather than from
one period to another. If we look
ahead, we can see that shabby minds
will take us to shabby places. It is a
question of whether one will be satis-
for long with momentary goals, or
her one shall toil in hope of ac-
the "improbable."
: |I[-'1-MHJ in 11 y <
ON OUTSIDE HOCKEY GAMES
The recent National Intersections!
Hockey Tournament that has just been
played on Wellesley fields gives college
hockey players food for bitter thought.
The best players in all the United
States (and there are some excellent
ones) ccme to Wellesley to play for
four successive days. Is the Wellesley
varsity allowed the pleasure of just one
game with even the lowest of the teams
present? It is not! Members of the
:ing on the side lines without even
daring to wonder how their varsity
iuld stand up against the Club or
ther Section teams present.
The stimulus of such an outside
game would raise the standard of
Wellesley playing tremendously, and
perhaps create a little interest in sports
mong the great majority of the col-
lege. The varsity would no longer be
honorary but futile list; it would be
/ell-coached, hard-playing team.
Free Press Column
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold thern-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in tlie
liands o} the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
YODELING
To tlie Wellesley College News-
>ur college developing a small but
ienced group of Swiss Yodelers?
Or perhaps it may be that Tower Hill
tie is blessed with representatives of
; art. At any rate, it is rather dis-
certing of a nice quiet evening when
is studying placidly and somewhat
nestly to be suddenly startled by a
that all the no
for sociability
result of having a
get
thing to eat. The "quiet hours" of-
more favorable conditions for
t vociferous invitations because of
lack of competition from victro-
and this may account for their
prevalancy during the hours of study,
suggest that the Chapel of-
develop- fers splendid opportunities for vocal
development, and that the extra exer-
ight be cise gained by walking around to de-
Mawr plays out-sidf fames every Satur-
Why shouldn't Wellesley? Is
prides herself so greatly
her liberalism and progressive-
to be always thus backwards in
Sports? Why should it be considered
radical or undesirable that girls inter-
ested in good hockey should want to
better games by playing other
college or club teams of equal excel-
lence? For certainly a college varsity
cannot find its equal within its own
confines. Won't someone advocating
Wellesley's present policy write and tell
us the why and the wherefor?
H. M. G.,
expression, while their contemporaries.
the dour Hogarth and the graceful
Fragonard, are also present.
Dry-points of all periods have been
assembled in the corridor. Beginning
ries through the centuries with excel-
lent examples produced exclusively by
this medium. The number is neces-
sarily small in comparison with the
etchings in the exhibition, since dry-
point has always been used less fre-
quently alone than in combination
with other print processes.
Eighteen prints by Rembrandt form
a convenient point of departure from
which one may dip back into the be-
ginnings of the
centuries. The ii
brandt, the first t
what might be dow
dry-point, has been




io have worked in
subsequent
STIFF SEATS
To the Wellesley College News:
Owing to the present upheaval :
vicinity of Founders, some ol
classes have been meeting in society
houses. The informal air that attends
such gatherings might be thought ti
teady work. It se
however, that the lack of i
atmosphere lends a charm to
gatherings that make them doubly
is far simpler to think
seated in a stiff chair in a room f
ow on row. Aesthet:
, inspiring.
PRINT
historical survey of etching ai
dry-point from their beginnings in t
century to the present
presented in an exhibition at the M
Fine Arts, Boston, opened
20th. From the Mus
permanent collection of more tha
lected for this special display.
viously so wide a range of choice has
made possible an exhibition of unusual
nd interest. Not only does it
include historic examples and rarities
—some of which are shown for the
irst time—but among the exhibits are
mportant prints by practically all the
i.rtists who have made significant con-
.ributions to the two mediums .since
the beginning of the sixteenth century.
In this sequence the early etchings
i iron by Daniel Hopfer. to whom is
attributed the first known etching, the
landscape, by Albrecht Altdorfer,
etchings by Lucas van Leyden, by
Dirick Vellert, and by the Italians,
migiano, Barroccio, and the School
Fontainebleau are seen in their
right perspective. On the whole, they
simple steps, timidly made,
by painters and engravers working in
strange field.
The exhibition hangs in five galleries
id falls naturally into divisions by
each gallery, the prints
single nation are grouped. One
for example, easily compare the
of Guido Reni, de Ribera. Sal-
vatore Rosa, and Castiglione of the
seventeenth century with that of Rem-
opposite wall, or with
Callot, the van de Veldes. and Wenzel
Hollar on adjacent walls. And in the
eighteenth century gallery, Plranesi
I Canaletto at their best look across
Goya in his full power of satiric
dry-point and etching
Before his time they were
liversions of engravers
or painters, but were seldom or never
used exclusively by an artist, The best
achievements of the sixteenth century
have the qualities of good engravings
or of pen drawings, rather than of
etchings. Even Barroccio, the most
skilful etcher of the sixteenth cen-
tury, is still close to the engravers, a
gin and Child Seated on Clouds with
a Carracci engraving hanging beside it
in the exhibition.
In Germany, where the craft may
have originated, etching was obviously
an expedient for multiplying clear de-
signs and the early examples show lit-
tle appreciation of Its artistic pos-
sibilities. The first German landscape
possessed an admir-
able sense of lineal values and of ar-
rangement, qualities carried to greater
lengths by Pieter Brueghel and Hiero-
nymus Cock some twenty years later.
The Frenchman Callot broke away
from the earlier traditions of engrav-
ing which still dominated etching, in-
troducing various innovations, especial-
ly in his treatment of figures, which
were destined to influence his contem-
poraries and sucucessors. not excluding
t K.nl.r, unit's Prints







of his ideas. But with
yielded to all the subtle variations of
his moods and perceptions. Through
them his genius found free and spon-
taneous expression. His concentration
of light and shadow, his simplification
of design, and the universal quality
idea underlying his art, found greater
fluency in etching and dry-point than
in painting. In his prints, one feels
nearer to the true genius of the Master
than in his larger and more imposing
compositions on c
::; M r <: .
TALES FROM THE
Leacock)
There was a young gir
a college. There were als
cidentally, classes.
There was a week, c
day of the week came a f
The young girl looked
She thought: on the first day
two quizzes; on the second day
the
qui: thet
She said: I wish I were dead.
The first day passed. The second
day dragged by.
The young girl added: I am not yet
dead. I shall enjoy the feast-day.
The third day wore off, and still she
wrote a paper. The night tiptoed past.
The feast-day crawled in. The paper
you please) was uncomfortable.
The baby gazed across the aisle. H
admired the green plush of the seat.
Three girls sat down on the sea
They piled ther
-ont, giggling,
t the baby, giggling.
One said: He embarrasses me.
Another added: Did you ever se
such bland disapproval.
The third predicted: He will be
great philosopher.
They giggled.
The train stopped. The three girl




Each had a suit
They 1
He (
i. and one finds Cuialeito
century breaking new furroughs
i field of pure line, while Piranesi
invents another combination of line
essentially his own. But to
them, of the artistic possibil-
the etched and graved plate.
Haden and Whistler in the nineteenth
century were alert to his power and in
individual ways revived the tra-
of his technique. Simultaneous-
ly etching became an easy weapon in
s of the artist, lending itself
rled temperaments and con-
if an individualistic age. The
gallery hung with etchings of the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries reveals
•iations of the medium
used singly or in combination with dry-
Legros, Daubigny, Meryon,
Braquemond. Degas, Forain, Seymour
Haden, Whistler, Zorn, Manet, Strang,
Maclaughlan, D. Y. Cameron, Muirhead
Bone, Weir, Benson, Hall and others,
exhibition will* be on view at
ston Museum to December 10,
when it will be replaced by the Inter-
national Exhibition of Glass and Rugs
assembled by the American
of Arts.
A SEASONAL LAMENT
Ah woe is me!" the fat girl said,
is she looked at the gowns from
I'm short and plump, and I wis:
For Princess lines aren't my style-e
'Don't be silly—nonsense—pooh !
"
All her friends together cried,
"Don't be sad, remember, do—"
"But styles are styles." and still
And then she told her sorry tale,
"For college meals I do not care.
I seld:m eat^and yet I fail
To lose the pounds I cannot bear!
'At the El Table a Hershey bar,
(Vnd a small sandwich before my Phi
[n the afternoon a sundae or two,
bought in the Vil.
That's all I eat!—with the coffee a
Klee
\nd pie and doughnuts I have at ni:
3h!—I want to go home, and really
Starved—with a Princess line!"
3 not charge? You
? Thank you.
empty feeling. SheThe girl had
iw a drugstore
loney, so that she could eat
not be weighed
with the book in the booksho
Thank you. I find I do not need
ook. And could you please return
neck?













THE DUCHESS OF CHICAGO
The Messrs. Shubert are indefatiga-
ble in presenting musical comedies,
spectacular, gorgeous, with innumerable
funny people and a well-trained
chorus. Their latest offering is The
Duchess of Chicago, advertised as a
Viennese operetta, but evidently much
retouched for American audiences. It
belongs to that group of musical
comedies of which there seems to be
no end, the Balkan Crown Prince va-
riety. The plot concerns itself with
the pauper Prince, who loathes jazz
and all things American, and the
American multi-millionaire's daughter
who buys the Prince's palace and final-
ly the Prince for love.
There are consolations for the hack-
neyed plot, however, in the dancing ol
the Tiller Girls who kick in unison
and the jokes of Solly Ward as Bojat-
zovitch, the Dutch efficiency expert to
His Highness. The part of the
is taken by Walter Woolf ar
American girl by Lillian Taiz and they
live up to their stage requirements ad-
mirably, singing agreeably many duets
Jack Good should be praised for his
never-daunted energy, which prevents
innumerable scenes from sinking into
dullness. He is an all round entertain-
by singing, dancing or merely being
The sets are very bad, which is un-
fortunate, for they could have been
made very effective. No real taste is








1 June Walker :
type of war pi
ek offers final




room of the palace there is a gree:
Venus di Milo which is incongruou
and depressing. Just as bad are th
silver candelabras, which, slightly askeu
decorate the renovated palace. Alsc
it seems too bad to have the ghost o
Blossom Time raised by the Song o
Vienna, which the Prince sang in jus
the way that the Baron sang thi
Serenade of Schubert. Another devia
for lengthening the show, whicl
seemed unnecessary, was the introduc
tion of the King, a disreputable habitui
of Monte Carlo, who is so far gone ii






Portia, the three chief figures in 77
Merchant of Venice, are credited wit
scholarly interpretations of those fa
mous roles. The entire production
consistent with the Repertory Theatre
scheme of authenticity of treatment
nnd sincerity of performance.
The Harvard Dramatic Club's pro-
duction of A. A. Milne's three-act com-
edy, Success will take place at Brattle
Hall, Cambridge, on December 11. 12,
and 13, and at the Fine Arts Theater,
Boston, on December 14. It is of much
interest that the Harvard Dramatic
Club is giving the first American pro-
duction of a play by so well known a
playwright as Milne. The author, who
much interested in the presentation,
is been kept in touch with the plans
ade in Cambridge.
Cornelia Otis Skinner comes to the
Wilbur Theater for three performances
only. The first one will be on Thurs-
day afternoon, December 5, with Sun-
day night, December 8, and Monday
ternoon, December 9, to follow. Miss
Skinner's character sketel
little playlets. The range of a Skinner
program runs from Aftermath, a tense
problem, to Homework, a rippling farce.
(Continued from Page 3, Col. 3)
order to take care of these charges due
us. And why not? "Why should not
trips to Europe become as common, and
as widely distributed among social
classes, as the ownership of motor
cars? European travel is no longer, as
it was in Mark Twain's day, a luxury
requiring the outlay of thousands."










An interesting piano recital wa
given at A.K.X. House on Tuesday. No-
vember 26, by Miss Giovannina Maria
Deblasiis. a graduate of the
School of Music, with the degree of
Bachelor of Music. She has recently
returned from a two years" study of
piano in Paris and in London, where
she was a pupil of Tobias Matthay.
Her program included great variety
in style. The 32 Variations in C minor
were played with fine tone and great
rhythmic stress. Schumann's Papillons
also shewed her fine sense of rhythm
and command of tonal color. Her play-
ing of Chopin's Nocturne in E major
showed her ability to interpret the Ro-
mantic School without the over-senti-
mental style employed by too many
Chopin players. Extreme modern mu-
sic was represented by Ravel's dashing
Rigaudon, his delicate Minuet, and the
bravura Toccata. Liszt's brilliant
RJiapsody No. 6. the last number print-
ed en the program, was followed by an
<-'iu-.il v brilliant Liszt Etude.
Miss Deblasiis is to be congratulated
en her fine technic, which ably sup-
ports her intelligent and tasteful inter-
Music Department,
College Chorus. Al
The program planned is as follows:
Piano solos by: Helen Holstein. Marian
Knoblauch. Marcia Purmort, Sarah
Vocal solo by: Katherine Bigler
Organ solo by: Mary E. Heiss
Concerto by Bach for three violins with
Clavichord, by Vivaldi.
The college Chorus will sing groups of
Christmas Carols.
ABILITY TESTS TO DETERMINE
BENEFIT OF SPORT TRAINING
its were everywhere running and
competition, and jumping
a down to keep warm, de-
sk wind that was blowing
across the athletic field last Wednes-
day. The Motor Ability Tests
being held. These tests are being
A few years ago, when Mr, Harry
Brown was an instructor in the Hy-
giene Department, the idea of motor
ability tests was planned under his
guidance. By compiling statistics gath-
through several years' experi-
he could determine the
ability of a girl of college age in per-
forming certain fundamental exer-
worked out in various tests were run-
jumping, hurdling, and reaching.







service nor in its supposed acquirement
of culture, but in helping the American
to understand his own country, and to
understand other peoples. "The con-
sciousness of ignorance is the beginning
of wisdom." The important change
taking place in European travel is in
the direction of international under-
standing. We are gradually acquiring
l "international mentality."
Mr. Motherwell closes with a com-
parison of Americans in Europe with
Romans who went to Greece, im-
bibed its civilization, produced little
n imitations, and learned
Will the American tc
thing to his country
from his visits to Europe that
re different, that hum:
dividuality is precious, that life
art." and "transform America in
most civilized nation the worl
ever seen?" His striking difference
from the Roman,
for Vie ( of productive 1
Thii the
i under the supervision of Dr.
Eugene Howe, Professor of Hygiene and
Physical Education, and in charge of
le graduate investigation in the Hy-
ene Department. The tests have
jen divided into two parts, an out-
style
is no preparation on the part of
the students, the test is explained and
they go through with it immediately,
thus giving a fair estimate of their
prowess. Wellesley and Columbia are
the only two colleges carrying on such
investigations.
ANCIENT SCIENCE THRIVES;
ALCHEMY OUTLASTS THE AGES
Certainly the sage proverb "All that
glitters is not gold" would seem, at
first thought, to be one of the major
tenets of wary modem civilization.
Yet even today the world persists, in its
lust for the gleaming metal, in rely-
ing on curious devices to produce gold.
Within the last few years a former
plumber, reports the Neio York Times
MagarJne, succeeded in swindling thou-
sands of worthy Germans by means of
pretended alchemy, and recently
taken from his cell to give a dem-
; made scientists sit up
laymen drop the jaw in wonder.
This Tausend produced "a grain of
the purest gold, weighing one-tenth of
which was smelted from 1.67
grams of lead. His feat, however, took
i a different color when it was ad-
itted, the following day, that the gold
id been smuggled in to him con-
cealed in the ashes of a cigarette."
Tausend, though perhaps the latest
claim knowledge of alchemy is, in
all probability, not the last, and surely
not the first. For alchemy has had a
long, strange history, clouded with
mysticism and superstition, in which
have taken part not only charlatans
such as this most recent exponent, de-
sirous of profiting from the public
greed for gold alone, but sincere scien-
tists like Roger Bacon, Paracelsus.
Raymond Lully, who made most val-
uable contributions to science in the
course of their research concerning
the transmutation of metals, and by
whom much was discovered in the field
of chemistry, especially in regard to
the nature of the elements. It has
had its martyrs as well as its victims^
like two Chinese emperors of the ninth
century, Paracelsus died after drink-
Back of the theory of alchemy, of
urse, lies the belief that the creator
things intended them to be perfect,
»le, if only the secret were known.
Through this secret, all baser metals
could be turned into gold, the perfect
metal, and the infirmities of man. per-
fection in the animal world, could be
And for centuries learned
quacks alike pursued the
Philosopher's Stone and the Elixir of
Life, advancing in the later stages to
study of medicine.
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with an air of
individality
are gathered for your
approval in the second floor
apparel shops. You will be
interested in their graceful














as early as convenient.
Wellesley Guest House
9 Abbott St., Wellesley
Choice of the Particular











8 Church Street Wellesley
Mary B. Hughes, Hostess
A Medici Print
makes a fine gift!
Hathaway House.
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WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
SENIOR REGISTRATIONS DUE
BEFORE THE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
Now i? the time for seniors to register
with the Personnel Bureau. Blanks
may be obtained from Room 1, Ad-
ministration Building, and they should
be returned on or before December 18.
All members of 1930, whatever their
urged to register. The nominal fee of
$2.00, together with the completed
registration blanks, entitle a Wellesley
graduate to life membership in the
Personnel Bureau, and all its facilities
are at her disposal at any time, with-
out any additional charge for services
The functions of the Bureau are va-
ried. It suggests candidates in response
to direct requests from employers; it
answers inquiries and furnishes cre-
dentials concerning candidates who
make independent applications for po-
sitions; it co-operates with other vo-
cational service agencies by making
nominations and by giving detailed
information in regard to Wellesley
graduates, and is always on the lookout
for desirable openings of interest to
college graduates.
Complete instructions for filling out
the registration blanks are to be found
on the Personnel Bureau bulletin
dents are requested to obtain signa-
tures, in the space provided, from those
members of the faculty from whom
recommendations are desired. Any
seniors who wish further information
about registering, or who wish to have
their conferences with Miss Sturgis
before the holidays, may make appoint-
ments for this purpose in Room 1, Ad-
ministration Building.
VOCATIONAL NOTES
So many United States visitors h
flocked to Geneva, Switzerland, as
seat of the League of Nations, that
State Department has appointed IV
Margaret Warner, a special vice-con
to take care of their needs. Miss W
ner. a Radcliffe College graduate,
cently passed the examination for I
mission to foreign service.—Prom
Woman's Journal.
The first university training cou
opened in September at the New Y<
University. Forty students have i






1st $25.00 worth of books
2d 15.00 worth of books
3d 5.00 worth of books
These prizes will be awarded to those
members of Hathaway House who pre-
sent the best lists of books read dur-
ing freshman year, together with an
essay of not less than 3000 nor more
than 5000 words on the general sub-
ject, "Books I have read during this
year and what they Have meant to
The judges will be chosen by Profes-
sor Hart of the English Department.
PLEASE REMEMBER
1. The contest is open only to mem-
bers of 1933 who are also members
of Hathaway House Bookshop.
2. The books listed are to represent
voluntary, not required reading
during your freshman year—i. e.,
from October, 1929, to September,
1930.
3. Your list with its accompanying es-
say must be sent to Hathaway
House Bookshop not later
October 1, 1930.
4. The prizes will be awarded in Book
Week—the third week in Nc
NATIONAL HOCKEY
HI II> HIKI
from Page 1, Col.
ball half the length of the held, raced
through opposition and smashed the
ball into the goal with a beautiful
Thanksgiving morning, another grey
day with snow suspiciously in the air,
saw by far the best game of the sea-





.low and end the
score. The playing
goals spectacular,
icored for S. E. by
WY.-irm
the unusual occurrence of a penalty
bully five inches from the goal line.
In the afternoon the S. E. Reserves
won a 7-1 game against the Et Ceteras
and the Mid West won a 3-2 victory
over the N. E. Reserves. Friday saw a
N E R <-. i-ve*. wliil* 1 tin
defeated by the S. E.
'
came of the afternoon.
Mid \WM \
All- American Announced
U. S. P. H. A. Banquet at
College Club Friday night
much speculated-abou
le U. S. 1929 Field Hockey Eleven.
are as follows:
-American—Suzanne Cross., Phil-
adelphia, rw; Betty Cadbury, Philadel-
phia, ri; Helen Davenport, Boston, cf;
Agnes Rodgers, Boston, li; Claribel
Smith, Boston, lw; Kitty McLean,
Philadelphia, rhb; Anne Townsend,
Philadelphia, chb; Barbara Strebeigh,
Philadelphia, Ihb; Anne Pugh, Phila-
delphia, rfb; Priscilla Bartol. Boston,
Ifb; Helen PraxI, Madison, g.
Reserves—Carol Rice, Madison, rw;
Mary Apollonio, Boston, ri; Virginia
Vanderbeck, Philadelphia, cf; Kath-
erine Hare, Philadelphia, li; Jeannette
Kendig, Philadelphia, lw; Alfreda
Mosscrop, Madison, rhb; Helen Lib'oy,
Boston, chb; Helene Wheeler, Man-
hattan, lhb; Dorothy Andrus, Fair-
er, rfb; Katherine Norris. Phila-
delphia, lfb; Kathryn Quintard, Man-
hattan, g.
special interest to Wellesley is
hoice of Ann Pugh '28, last year
Hygiene student, flor All-American
right full-back.
Saturday afternoon boasted what
should have been the best game of the
there travelled throughout
Though alchemy has been able to
claim a few honorable names, such
as that of Bacon, the majority of its
practitioners, it must be confessed,
have been the most unmitigated ras-
cals, whose careers, though picturesque,
are not precisely inspiring. There was
the imposter Count Alessandro Caglios-
tro, for instance, who journeyed all
over Europe selling love philtirs, elixirs
of life, and beauty preparations, armed
th introductions to royalty given him
the Grand Master of the Knights
Malta, whom he deceived. His wan-
derings, however, were prone to inter-
ruptions, for in Paris, Cagliostro was
imprisoned in the Bastile for his share
in the affair of the Diamond Necklace;
in London he enjoyed the hospitality
of Fleet Prison for some time, and
finally died in the Italian fortress
prison of San Leo, condemned as a
heretic. Birds of like plumage were
Edward Kelley, an Englishman of the
who practised coin-
lany countries
of Europe before he lost his life try-
ing to escape from prison in Prague,
and Dr. Price, who committed suicide
to avoid exposure after presenting to
George in some gold he had "made."
And more recently we find Dr. Barnard,
"the diamond-maker of Sacramento."
Barnum was right. Human credulity
is boundless, and '
people all the tim
all people some tin
that the newly
i U. S. team and U.
he playing was difficult, both be-
the teams had never had any
ms practices together and be-
the ground was so hard that the
ball bounced in a most elusive manner,
causing even such an experienced and
skillful player as Ann Townsend to
occasionally. The Reserves startled
everyone when their center forward.
Virginia Vanderbeck, caged a goal al-
at the beginning of the first half.
ik hard fighting on the part of
st team to redeem themselves in
the second half and tie the score. Sue
Cross and Claribel Smith, U. S. wings,
outdid themselves in swiftness, while
Betty Cadbury made their one goal.
The excellent Reserve defense effect-
ively blocked any further scoring. It
was a very even game and shows with
what great difficulty the Selection
Committee must have chosen 1929's
All-American Women's Hockey Team.
(Continued from Page 5, Col.
antiquity obscures the ori-
gin of alchemy. There are two con-
flicting theories as to its birth. One
holds that it Was founded by the
Egyptian god Thoth (Hermes) and
spread from Egypt into Europe, the
other that alchemy began in China
iranim his descent back to the i
mythical Huang Ti. who lived about
B. C. 2700. Ch'in Shih Huang, who
built the Great Wall of China around
B. C. 220. was the first ruler to become
a votary of alchemy, and many are
the fantastic legends of this period
Even in the early days the life of an
alchemist, described by one of them as
"beginning in deceit, progressing with
toil and ending in beggary" was
fraught with danger and his labors
frowned on by those in authority. In
290, when knowledge of alchemy was
confined to the priests, the Emperor
Diocletian decreed the destruction of
all books on the subject. The science
did not gain philosophical sanction
Prima Materia—fire, air, earth, and




held Friday evening, ]
7:30, in T.Z E. A t
meeting was held first, in which
voted to amend the constitution
juniors, who will have completed nine
hours in one department and three
hours in another, can join the Club.
Tliis legislation is not valid until it has
been passed by the Academic Council.
After this, girls from each one of the
science departments spoke on topics of
special interest. In Psychology. Fran-
ces Franck spoke on "Feebleminded-
ness and Its Treatment." In Geology,
Mildred Hutchinson discussed "Earth-
quakes and How They Happen." Ro-
wena Nichols, from the Zoology De-
partment, talked about "Ants as a
Pest." In Chemistry, Helen Louise
Walker spoke on "Professor Langmuir
and His Contribution to Scl
Alice Sword explained two new i
tions in Physics, and Dr. Snow
the Botany Department
"Action of Bees on Clove
There were discussions
after each topic. At the close
meeting, cider and doughnu'
The Mathematics Club held its sec-
ond meeting of the year Friday eve-
ning, November 20, at 7:30. at A.K.X
The program consisted of certain




a newspaper article to th
Mathematics leads all th
es. Other members enter
md Katherine
Oriental school.
After the program, the Club's song
Calculus, was sung and refreshments











had there been a
Thayer McNeil shop
in his day and age. For
the most stolid cynic
cannot withstand
warming up to the
likeable, practical gifts
on sale at our four
stores. It's quite un-
necessary to brave the
crowds to go in town
to shop, for at our
Wellesley Store you
will find replicas of
the merchandise in our Boston Shops. We have
garnered together suitable gitts for all ages—and
have priced them to meet every type of purse.
For women and misses—evening slippers, stock-
ings, boudoir and comfy slippers, rhinestone
buckles and heels, shoe cases, suede coats, hand-
bags, shoe trees, perfume, scarfs, sweaters. For
men—Pullman slippers, spats, shoe trees. For toys
— hosiery, sweaters, skates and shoes, comfy slip-
pers. For children—stockinj
suits, skates and shoes,
and many comfy slippers.
But one suggestion do
we make— come early






). Henry Memorial Award Stories
19'J9. Edited by Blanche Colton W
liams. Doubleday, Doran and Cor
pany, $2.50.
Any collection of short stories, pa
icularly a prize group, must of nece
conductor. Because this book contain*
what, in the opinion of the judges, are
the three best short stories of the year
it is these three that warrant a close
examination.
They are similar only in that they
have an American background and are
all touched with the element of trag-
edy. Dorothy Parker's Big Blonde, the
winner of the first prize, is an Ameri-
the .
lunuuiv-if. it deals with the subject
;what in the Fannie Hurst man-
and it presents a section of Anieri-
life. skillfully and from one point
vital stray, dealing
with the tragedy of a woman whose
fate it is never to be allowed an out-
let to her emotion, who must "be a
sport," whose life, made somewhat hazy
by continual drinking, is filled with a
succession of men who demand that
she laugh, and never show sorrow in
their presence. So that even when, in
a state of physical exhaustion, she
takes twenty tablets of veronal, she can
chuckle at the unconscious humor of
her exclamation, "Gee, I'm nearly
dead." The story is impressionistic;
the atmosphere is blurred, correspond-
of the world. Mrs. Parker presents a
vital picture of a flabby and indiffer-
ent woman, who, when her attempt to
commit suicide is frustrated, can pas-
sively respond to her giggling maid's
exhortation to cheer up.
The background of the second story
is also tragic, representing a family
misunderstanding that endures for
thirty years. In the Homesick Ladies,
Sidney Howard attempts the difficult
task of telling a story with telepathic
implications. He conceives of a home-
sick woman on board a ship projecting
herself through memory and imagina-
which is the scene of her childhood.
But the story is not told from her point
of view. Mr. Howard imagines these
telepathic projections of such strength
that six or seven people, none of whom
anticipate her arrival, and some of
whom do not know her, talk with her,
and worry about her. The story has
charm and subtlety, though at times it
lacks clarity and suffers from a fre-
quent change in point of view. The
conversations are interesting in their
numerous implications.
Katharine Brush's Him and Her has
in it the elements of tragedy. With
striking economy Miss Brush tells the
entire life of two people in the dialogue
of their chambermaid and a visitor.
In a few words there is a sharp presen-
tation of two personalities, two lives.
The story is dramatically and realisti-
cally told, yet it is singularly simple,
and omits elaborations and non-essen-
tials. Within three thousand words
the author gives her complete picture
graphically, and succeeds in arousing
sympathy for both people concerned.
E. F. P., '31.
WELLESLEY'S FAVORITE BOOKS
INCLUDE G1BRAN AND VASSOS
"Isn't it a shame," said a WcUi-ley
girl, as she brc\ sed at Hathaway in the
days when it was young, " sn't it a
shame," said sri e, turning the pages of
the Renaissanc
,
"that Pater stole his
title from Edn i St. Vincent Millay?"
It is to be hoped that such blind and
unhistorical devotees of Miss Millay
are absent in an enlightened younger
generation, as her slim black volumes
test S2llers in the poetry room at Hath-
away. Sara Teasdale is also a favorite
with the Wellesley undergraduate; and
to spend four years at Wellesley inev-
itiUy implies including in one's library
a vclume of Rupert Brooke. Especially
111. I I!
The most popular single volume of
poetry this year is Kahlil Gibran's
The Prophet, while the Hound of
Heaven, with Stella Langdale's illustra-
tions, runs a close second. One order
for Christmas presents this month in-
cludes five Hounds of Heaven. Hum-
bert Wolfe's work obtained, through
the recommendation of two members
ol the English Composition Depart-
ment, many devotees last year; and
last year's favorite. Frivolity appeared,
too, during the past season, in the
vogue for Barker and Hoffenstein.
Count.ee Cullen's latest volume. Black
though not a dazzling, popularity.
Among illustrated and finely bound
books, the Wellesley undergraduate has
on forever and another that is the spe-
cial development of the last two years.
Rubaiyats in all editions, large and
year as gifts and additions to personal
Vogue for John Vassos
But the vogue for John Vassos has
of anything except Salome, Harlot's
House, and Contempo. For the sake of
these volumes are matinees excluded,
old dresses lengthened; to own a Con-
tempo one limits evening trips vill-
Satten
Fortunately, the Wellesley girl is not
required to save so many dimes and
ickels to satisfy her taste in prose.
For that she uses the lending library,
', in spite of the daily appearance
,v biographies, she delights almost
entirely in the latest fiction. The last
of Anne Parrish, Stern. Sedgwick,
so, or Erskine is always in de-
. Saki's books are popular this
and Hans Frost, White Oaks of
,
and Galaxy command many
rs. Some devour with persistence
the steady crop of detective stories; a
few people read them at longer inter-
but as a rule those who begin be-
fanatics. Again, there is a small
who will read no war stories,
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
course. All Quid on the Western Front
A much more important requirement
than Hygiene, Comp or Bible is a first-
hand acquaintance with All Quiet; the
taste of the Wellesley girl may range
from Enough Rope to Paradise Lost,
but she must no matter what her tastes,
she inns! road All Quiet on the Western
STUDENTS SHARE IN PROFITS
MADE BY SALES AT EL TABLE
the remedy for "that hungry feeling,"
and there is almost no hour from ten-
thirty in the morning until about five
in the afternoon when one cannot find
some person surveying with expectant
But the mysteries of that institution
are wholly unknown to most partakers
of the nourishment which the Campus
Exchange offers. They do not realize
that even in the midst of this quiet
campus the inexorable laws of supply
and demand have to be respected and
obeyed. Every two weeks the college
perceives at the bottom of the Index
Board a notice about "Campus Ex-
students who work at
who take charge of
sed. Each girl has an
takes the re^pun^ibility
the supply of one par-
ticular thing is always sufficient. One
takes care of the paper and pads, an-
other the baked goods such as chicken






At the end of
ts are handed ii
re divided up.
j agencies have
applying for agencies than can be sup-
plied, these extra girls are also allowed
to sit at the Table, and all are paid so
much an hour. A certain amount of
the profits are held for general ex-
interest and the rest is divided up
among the holders of agencies.
The Campus Exchange has never
been able to allow charging or belated
paying, since each day's account has
to be kept separate because the profits
Saturdays go to
Also the special things, such
cards, leather goods and
novelties that are sold there occasion-
daily accounts.
the soft Candle lighted









<j|? XLbc Blue HJragon
<J|
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
11.00 A. M. to 7J0 P. M Sun<Uy. SJ6 to 7.30 P M
from CjJtearns
s a gift chosen from the widest assortments of
:inctive remembrmces assembled from the va-
is gift-marts of the world. ^ •<&> It is a gift
ie.tr right from the standpoint of quality, style,
1 value as human merchandising efforts can
ake it. « *» It is a gift that bespeaks,
hrough its label, or the box it is wrapped
in, the impeccable integrity of a store
that has never failed to seal its
sales with satisfaction.
K. II. STEARNS CO.

